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0. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
0.1. Unless stated otherwise, K will be a non-archimedean (n.a.), complete 
valued field with non-trivial valuation 1 . / . For TE R*, , we set B(0, r) = 
{AEKI IAl sr} and B(O,rP)={A~KI /Al <r} and denote the residue class 
field of K by k and its valuegroup by (K*l . If the valuation of K is discrete, 
there exists ,QEB(O, l-) such that IK*j = {IQ~” 1 neZ} and B(O,ll)=B(O, 1~1). 
E will be a Hausdorff locally (l.c.) convex space over K and r a family of 
seminorms defining the topology on E. If K is discretely valued, we choose all 
of the p E r such that p(E) c IKI . We denote by E’ the topological dual space 
of E and we assume that E’f (0). For SCE we denote by co S the absolutely 
convex (a.c.) hull of S, by Co S the closure of co S and by [S] the linear hull 
of S. A subset S of E is called absorbing if Vx E E, 22 E K such that x E AS. 
0.2. In [4], Monna raised the question whether a Krein-Milman theorem could 
be proved in the n.a. case. The essential problem in the n.a. case is to find a 
suitable definition of extreme points. [3] is an attempt to answer that question. 
In [3] a definition of extreme points is given, which results in a Krein-Milman 
theorem for non-empty, convex, compact sets in E under the condition that K 
is a local field. In this paper we give Krein-Milman like theorems in a more 
general situation, using an approach different from the one in [3]. In 2 and 3 
we solve the problem for an a.c., closed, weakly c’-compact subset of E if K 
is spherically complete and for an a.c., closed, c’-compact subset of E if K is 
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not spherically complete. In 4 we prove some properties of Banach Spaces 
(B.S.) over trivially valued fields. In 5 we restrict ourselves to B.S. over K and 
we consider subsets A of E which satisfy the conditions of the theorems stated 
in 2 and 3. For such A we select a minimal element of B = {SC A 1 Co S =A}. 
0.3. DEFINITION ([5]). If A is an a.c. closed subset of E, we put 
A’= u LA 
IEB(O,I-) 
and dA =A \ 2, where 2 is the closure of A’ in E. 
empty. See also 3). 
(Note that dA may be 
0.4. CONSTRUCTION. With the notations of the preceeding definition, we 
denote by 
and 
rri : B(0, 1) + k: A + 2 the canonical surjections. 
Then A/z is a k-vectorspace. 
1. ONSEMINORMSON E, WEAKLYC'-COMPACTANDC'-COMPACTSUBSETSOFE 
1.1. DEFINITION. For ACE, absorbing, we define pA(x) = inf{ IAl 12. E K 
and xellA}. Note that pA is a seminorm on E. (pA is the Minkowski func- 
tional). 
1.2. LEMMA. Let A c E be a.c. and closed and let p E r. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
i) psi onA; 
ii) p<l on Z; 
iii) p< 1 on A’. 
PROOF. i) * ii) VyeA’, LYeA, ZUEB(O,~-), such that y=A.z and thus 
p(y) < 1. For y E A’, we can find a net (z,,),~~ in A’ such that z, + y and thus 
zvo : vv 2 vop(y) =p(z,) < 1. 
ii) = iii) obvious. 
iii)ai) ChooseyeA. Then VAoB(O,l-): I-yeA’. 
a) If the valuation of K is discrete, A’= QA and p(L. y) < 1 VA E B(0, l-), so 
p(@-y)< 1 and thus p(y)< l/l@] which means that p(y)< 1. 
b) If the valuation of K is dense, we have p(y) < 1 VA E B(0, l-), so 
1 
p(y)< inf -=l. 
AEE(O.1~) IAl 
1.3. PROPOSITION (W.H. Schikhof). Let ACE be a.c. and closed and let 
XE E \ A. Then there exists a continuous seminorm p with p(a) < 1 for a E A 
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and p(x) = 1. If the valuation of K is discrete, p can be chosen such that 
P(Z)EIKJbZEE. 
PROOF. See [6], proposition 4.2. 
1.4. PROPOSITION (W.H. Schikhof). Let ACE be a.c. and closed, let 
XE E \ A and suppose K is spherically complete. Then there exists f e E’ with 
]f(a)l<l for aeA and If(x)l=l. 
PROOF. See [6], proposition 4.2. 
1 S. PROPOSITION (W.H. Schikhof). Let ACE be a.c. For x~A, equiva- 
lent are: 
i) there exists a continuous seminorm p with p #0 on A and 
P(x) = max P(Y); 
YEA 
ii) x E &l. 
PROOF. i) * ii). Suppose xez and set U= {zeE 1 p(z)<p(x)). x+ U meets 
A’, sox=u+u where uEiJand ueA’. As uEA’andplp(x) on A, we have 
that p(u) <p(x). So p(x)smax{p(u),p(u)} <p(x), which is a contradiction. 
ii) * i) According to proposition 1.3, there is a continuous seminorm p with 
p< 1 on 2 and p(x) = 1. From lemma 1.2 we deduce that ppl 1 on A so 
p(x)= 1 =maXyEA P(y)- 
1.6. DEFINITION ([8]). A C E a.c. is called weakly c’-compact, if for each 
feE' YxeA such that If(x)1 =maXyGA If(y 
1.7. DEFINITION ([7]). ACE a.c. is called c’-compact, if each continuous 
seminorm on E, restricted to A, has a maximum. 
Example. In K we have: B(0, 1) is c’-compact; B(0, ll) is not c’-compact if 
the valuation is dense. If XCE is precompact, then co X is c’-compact. ([7], 
proposition 1.3 .) 
2. A KREIN-MILMAN LIKE THEOREM FOR A.C., CLOSED, WEAKLY C’-COMPACT 
SUBSETS OF E IF THE VALUATION OF K IS DISCRETE 
2.1. REMARK. Throughout 2 the valuation of K is discrete and A # {o} is an 
a.c., closed, weakly c’-compact subset of E. Remark that now A’=QA =A’. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. An a.c. subset B of E is weakly c’-compact if and only 
if B is bounded. 
PROOF. [8], proposition 4.2. 
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2.3. THEOREM. There exists a proper subset S=(S~)~,~ of &I such that each 
XEA has a unique representation x= CiEl , A.- Si where Ai E B(0, 1) for each i E Z 
and Ai --t 0. In particular, A = co S. 
If in addition, A is complete and (Ai)icfCB(O, 1) with limiE, Ai = 0, then 
CiGl L;. sj exists and is an element of A. 
PROOF. 1) A is weakly c’-compact, hence bounded, so A = B(0, 1) . A4 and 
thus A = Co &I. Now let { < 1 i E Z} be an algebraic base for A/&4 . Vi E I, 
choose siEaA such that n(s;)=&. Put S={Si 1 ill). For xEA \ {o}, we have 
%EA/QA. So gZ,CZ finite, such that X= Ciel, &i-S; where V~EZ~: ji,rEk*. 
Define yr = CiEl, Ai, 1 -pi where bi~Zr: pi.1 =X,1. Of course, yr ECO S. Also, 
we have that X-y, =O, so x-y, EPA. We put x-y1 =e.xl with xi EA. Then 
Z,CZ finite, such that Xi= CiE1Jii,2.Si where ViEZ*: &E/C*. Define 
Y2= IL,,, L,~*s; where MEI,: ,Gi,2=Ji,2. Again Xi -y2=0, so xl -y2=e.x2 
for some x2eA. As a consequence, x=yl+e.y2+e2.x2. Then k”n~n\l,: 
x=y,+@*y2+@2.y3+...+@,-i .y,+e”.x,, where X,EA and vj~{l,...,n}: 
yj = C X,j. s;, with 
X,j = 0 if ierj; 
iel X,j = ~,j otherwise. (Note that yj E CO S.) 
The sequence (Q” . x,), E N,, tends to zero because A is bounded, and thus 
x=lim,,, If=‘=, @“-l .y,, which means that XECO S. 
Now, k’n E R\J, put .Z, = Uy=, Zj. From the above we deduce that 
x= Ci,J, Vi,n’Si+@” .x, where vLn = Cy=, ,Q-‘. I,j. It is easy to see that 
FUZZ: Vin +v;=CQ 
i) The sequence ( 2;‘: 
j-l. l,j. Then we have the following: 
IEJ, (vi-Vi,n)*Si)nEh\10 converges t0 zero. 
PROOF. This follows easily from the definition of Vi,n and vi. 
ii) Vi + 0. 
PROOF. Suppose vi ft 0. For 6> 0, we can find Z,C I, I0 infinite, such that 
Vielo: IV/ >6. AS IVil =sUpjER\la le’-‘.X,jl, we put ki=min{jE tt40 1 
IQ’-‘* ;Z,j/+O}, SO ~Vil=lQk’-‘*Xi,~,l and HEI,: I~~~-‘*Xi,,l>d. 
If the set {ki 1 ie I,} is bounded, there exists a j E N0 such that Zj is not 
finite, which is a contradiction. 
If the set {ki 1 iel,} is unbounded, then lim,,,, l&‘.Xik,l 28, which is 
also a contradiction. 
iii) X= CfEJ V;‘Si where J={ieZ I Vi+O}. 
PROOF. Choose p EZ- and c>O. Put Mp = SUP,,~~ p(y). gio E I such that 
Iv;1 <&/Mp V’_ I=-& and &3rc,~t$, such that Vrz2N,: p(x- CieJn v;.s~)<E. Put 
L = {in J I lvil ~e/Zkf,}. Obviously, L is finite. Choose N, E [N, such that 
J,,>LU JNo. It is easy to see that Vhf> JN,, with M finite, we have that: 
p(x- CieMpUi.si)<&. This completes part 1) of our theorem. 
REMARK. Part of the proof of 1 is based on a proof of a theorem about nor- 
mal bases in B.S. given by Y. Amice in [l]. 
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2) We will now prove that VXEA, x has a unique representation in terms of 
the Si. 
PROOF. Suppose X= Cic,Ai.Si with Li+O, and X= Ci,Zpi*Si with pi+O. 
(Ai,piEB(O,l)). Of course, O= Ci,I(pi-A;)*~i. We have to prove that 
oi = p; - iii = 0 ME I. We suppose there exists ie E I, such that 
loi, = IllaXICZI #O. 
isl 
Then o= Cie, ai/ai,. Si, and oi/oi, + 0. Put fli = oi/oi, and J= {i E Z 1 ] pi j = 1 } . 
.I is finite and non-empty. Then o= CicJ pieSi+ CiEl,J Pi’Si, hence, 
Y= c. rEl, J pi* Si EA, and even y E @A. Indeed, suppose y $@A. Then there 
exists a continuous seminorm p, such that p(y) = 1 and p(@A)< 1. Thus, 
p(Si)I 1 V~EZ\ J*p(pi.si)< 1 bi’~Z\ .Z*p(Y)< 1, which is a contradiction. 
AS a consequence, 0 = C iEJ Di* Si, but again this is a contradiction, because 
the family {Si 1 ill} is linearly independent. 
3) SupposeA iscompleteandput V={XEE IX= Ci,,ai.siwithaiEB(O,l) 
bi’~Z and oi+O}. Then 1/CA. Indeed, choose Cie,ai.siE V and put 
zJ= CieJ ai* Si, where J is a finite subset of I. We put F= {JCZ 1 J is finite}. 
(?l).l~ F is a Cauchy-net in A and thus converges to an element of A. This com- 
pletes the proof of theorem 2.3. 
3. KREIN-MILMANLIKETHEOREMSIFTHEVALUATIONON K ISDENSE 
3.1. PROPOSITION (W.H. Schikhof). Suppose that K is spherically complete 
and that the valuation on K is dense. Let A c E be a.c., # {o}, closed and weak- 
ly c’-compact. Then A = Co &4. 
PROOF. First, observe that as A is weakly c’-compact, &l#O. (Indeed, 
VIE E’: IfI is a continuous seminorm on E. Now use 1.5.) 
Now, suppose that A #Co &I. According to 1.4, we can findfe E’, such that 
IfI < 1 on &4 and (f(x)1 = 1 for some XEA. A is weakly c’-compact, hence 
&EA, such that If(z)] =maxyEA If(y)1 2 1. According to 1.5, z~&4, which a 
contradiction. 
3.2. THEOREM. Under the assumptions of 3.1, let {Si 1 ieZ} be an algebraic 
base for A/A’. For S= {Si 1 iel}, we have A =cO S. 
PROOF. Suppose Co S#A. According to 3.1, 3xe aA \ Co S. So, 2f E E’, 
such that If(x)1 =l and IfI ICTs<l. gazl, such that maxyeA If(y)1 =a. 
Thus, Ifi /?<a. 22~ aA: If(z)1 = a. It is obvious that zb co S. We know 
that ZEAL?, SO we can find (Xi)iEIEk’, such that Z= CiEl Xi.Si, where only 
a finite number of the & are not zero. Define 
S = C pi. Si as fOllOWS: 
~i=O if Xi=O; 
iel pi = Ai otherwise. 
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As Z--SEA’, it follows that jf(z-s)l <a. But If( =(Y and If(.s)/<l~cr 
(because s E co S), which means that If(z - s) 1 = a and this is a contradiction. 
3.3. REMARK. If K is not spherically complete, then the conclusions of 3.1 
and 3.2 are still valid if we assume A to be c’-compact instead of weakly c’- 
compact. 
4. SOMEPROPERTIESOFBANACHSPACESOVERATRIVIALLYVALUEDFIELD 
4.1. REMARK. Throughout 4, E, 11. II will be a Banach space over a field K 
with trivial valuation. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let D$iE be a closed, linear subspace of E. Vte (0, I), 
&‘x,EE\D such that Il~~-x~ll>t. I~x~IIV~ED. 
PROOF. Choose x E E \ D. As D is closed, dist(x, D) = r> 0. So, for t E (0, l), 
ZZd E D such that [Ix - dll <r/t. Put x,=x-d. Then 
t. Ilx,II = t a I/x- dll< dist(x, D) = dist(x,, 0). 
Hence, VY~D, Il~-x,ll>t. Ilxtll. 
4.3. LEMMA. Suppose there exists tE(O, 1) such that llE/ = {[XII 1 XEE} c 
{t” 1 n E Z} U { 01. Let D be a closed linear subspace of E. Then there exists 
z E E \ D, such that dist(z, D) = llzll. 
PROOF. Use lemma 4.2 and choose z =x, . 
4.4. DEFINITION. 1) A subset B of E \ (0) is called orthogonal if V’n E NJ,, 
Vb 1 ,..., b,eB and VA, ,..., A,EK: ll~l.bl+...+~,.b,II=max(lllZl.b,(I ,..., 
114. bnl/I- 
2) Choose t E (0,l). A subset B of E \ {o} is called t-orthogonal if Vn E k-l,, 
Vb l,...,b,eB and VA,,...,A,EK: lll,.b,+...+~,.b,IIrt.max{II~,.blII,..., 
IlkI*47ll~~ 
4.5. LEMMA. VtE(O, l), there exists a norm II . 11’ on E such that: 
t. II4 < llxll’~ II4 vx~E\ 101 
and IIE~~‘c{P) FEZ) U (0). 
PROOF. First we establish the definition of 11 + II’. Choose t E (41). 
1) If x=0, we set Ilxll’=O. 
2) If x+0, then there exists n~h, such that t”+‘zs llxll c t”. We define 
I/XII’= tn+l. 
The inequalities t - IJxIJ < llxll’~ IIxJJ VXE E \ {o} follow easily from the definition 
of II . (I’. It is easy to see that IIxII’= 0 e, x= o and that Ilx+yll’~max{ llxll’, Il.~ll’} 
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Vx,yeE. For AeK* and xcE\ {o}, we have that IIA.xll= lL[. llxll =IIxII, 
because the valuation on K is trivial, and thus: 111 *XII’= I/XII’= IL1 a llxj’. 
4.6. THEOREM. Suppose IlEll c {t” 1 n EZ} U {0}, for some tc (0,l). Then E 
has an orthogonal base. 
PROOF. Put 8= { WC E 1 o $ W and W is an orthogonal subset of E). By 
a standard application of Zorn’s lemma, B has some maximal element 
s=(si)ieI* 
Put D={Ci,,~i.siIli~K b’i~l; Li.q--,O}. D is a complete linear sub- 
space of E, hence D is closed. Now D = E. 
Indeed, suppose D+ E. According to lemma 4.3, we can find z E E \ D such 
that dist(z, D) = llzll. Hence SU {z} is an orthogonal subset of E, which con- 
tradicts the maximality of S. (The uniqueness of the expansion of an element 
x of E in terms of (Si)ic,r follows from the orthogonality of S.) 
4.7. REMARK. In [2], an analogous (but stronger) theorem than 4.6 is for- 
mulated. For details we refer to [2]. 
4.8. COROLLARY. Vf ~(0, l), E, II - II has a t-orthogonal base. 
PROOF. Choose a norm II - 11’ as in lemma 4.5. According to theorem 4.6, 
E, )I * 11’ has an orthogonal base (Si)iel. Then 
vnEh\JCj, Vi,, . . . . inEZ, ~.i ,,..., li”EK: 
max 111i~‘Si~ll’l I* max II1ik*Sikll, 
k=l,...,n k=l,...,n 
hence E, II . II has a t-orthogonal base (Si)ie,. 
4.9. PROPOSITION. Every a.c. subset of E is a linear subspace of E and 
otherwise. 
5. KREIN-MILMAN LIKE THEOREMSINBANACH SPACES 
5.1. REMARK. Throughout this section E, II . II will be a B.S. and A will be 
an a.c., closed, c’-compact (weakly c’-compact if K is spherically complete) 
subset of E. 
5.2. CONSTRUCTION. With the notations of 0.3 and 0.4, we put V=A/z. 
V is a k-vectorspace and the formula Il;rc(x)ll = inf,,T I/x- t/l for xc-4, defines 
a norm on V. This norm induces a topology on V which we will use in the se- 
quel. On A we establish the topology induced by the norm on E. As a conse- 
quence, rr is continuous and Vxe A: II n(x)11 I I/XII. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. V, 11. II is complete. 
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5.4. PROPOSITION. b?E(o,l), v, 11. 11 
PROOF. Corollary 4.8. 
has a t-orthogonal base. 
5.5. PROPOSITION. If A =I% X, then [n(X)] = I/. 
PROOF. As rr is continuous V=rr(cOX) Cn(coX)=[n(X)]c V. 
5.6. DEFINITION. Let BcE be a.c. and closed. 
XCB is called a generating subset of B if Co X= B. 
XC B is called a minimal generating subset of B if X is a generating subset 
of B and if for YcXwith Co Y=B: Y=X. 
5.7. COROLLARY. YC V is a generating subset of V if and only if [Y] = I/. 
5.8. PROPOSITION. If YC V is a generating subset of I/ and if T is a subset 
of A such that n(T) = Y, then A =cO T. 
PROOF. Suppose A #co T. Choose XEA \ co T. There exists a continuous 
seminorm p (we may even choose p = Ifl, for some f~ E’ if K is spherically 
complete) such that p(x) = 1 and p(c0 T) < 1. 
As A is (weakly) c’-compact, there exists a 11 and z E A such that 
p(z)=cr= maxp(y). 
YEA 
Hence, p(A ‘) < a and P(co T) < a. But as [T] = V, we have that A = Ai + Co T. 
Indeed, b’x~A, b%>O, Yte 7’1 I/n(x)-n(t)11 = Iln(x-t)ll<&, hence VXEA, 
Vs>O, ZteT, &e/l’: I/x-(t+a)II<e. 
Hence maxyEA p(y)<a, which is a contradiction. 
5.9. COROLLARY. Suppose there exists a subset X of A such that Co X=A 
and such that rclX is injective. Then we have that X is a minimal generating 
subset of A if and only if X(X) is a minimal generating subset of V. 
PROOF. “only if”: Suppose there exists a proper subset Y of n(X) such that 
[Y] = V. Then there is a proper subset T of X such that n(T) = Y. According 
to 5.8, Co T=A, which is a contradiction with the minimality of X. 
“if”: Suppose there exists YSX such that Co Y=A. Then [n(Y)] = V. But 
obviously n(Y)C, n(X), and this contradicts the fact that n(X) is a minimal 
generating subset of V. 
5.10. COROLLARY. For t E (0, l), let (Si)icl be a t-orthogonal base of V, II + 11. 
WEI, choose eiEA such that rr(e;)=s;. Then A=c75 (eil ieZ} and {ei 1 iel} 
is a minimal generating subset of A. Note that {ei 1 i E Z} C M. 
5.11. COROLLARY. If the topology on V is discrete and if S is a minimal 
generating subset of A, then rc(S) is an algebraic base of V. 
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PROOF. As Co S =A and as the topology on I/ is discrete, it follows that 
[n(S)] = [X(S)] = V, which means that r&S) ought to contain an algebraic base 
of V. Hence, as rc(S) is a minimal generating subset of V, z(S) is an algebraic 
base of I/. 
5.12. REMARK. The topology on V being discrete is a situation which does 
occur. Indeed, let the valuation on K be discrete, and set A = {XE E 1 llxll I l}. 
Note that A is closed and weakly c’-compact. Then A’= {xeE 1 llxll I lel}. It 
follows that Vx~~3.4: llrc(x)ll = 1 and ~‘xEA’: IIrc(x)II =0, so the topology on V 
induced by /I . 11 is discrete. 
5.13. REMARK. Here we give an example of a situation where the topology 
on I/ induced by II . II is not discrete. 
Let the valuation of K be discrete. Put co = { cr = (an)nc M0 (a, E K Vn E No 
and lim,,, a,=O}. For CXEC,, we put jlall=maxn,., lanl. Let (eJnGNo be 
the canonical base of co and set A = CO {@“-I. e, 1 n E IN,}. Note that A is 
weaklyc’-compact. ThenA’=@A=E {p~a,In~tbJ~} wherea,=@“-lee,. 
For k E No and t E QA we have: 
II+-tll =maxil4l(nfQ, I&‘-hII. 
As Vlnzk we have jt,lslelk, it follows that I@-‘-- tkl = /QI~-’ and thus 
Ilak-tII=makk WA Id-%. 
So, VtEA’, we have that Ilak-tIIrl@/k-’ and thus Iln(ak)ll= 1~1~~‘. It 
follows that {Ilrc(x)li 1x~_4} ={ /QJ’-~ 1 ATE No} U {0}, hence, the topology on 
V is not discrete. 
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